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June 20O

lIon Joseph Farnan Jr

US District Court for the District of Delaware

84 King St

Lockbox 18

Wilmington DE 19801

3O25736155 phone
302573ó451 fax

Hon VincentJ Poppiti

Blank Rome LLP

Chase Manhattan Centre Suite 800

1201 North Market Street

Wilmington DE 19801-4226

30242564l phone
302-4285 132 fax

BY FACSIMILE AND FJRST CLASS MML

Re Advanced Micro Devices Inc Intel Corp Civ No 05A4JJF

Stipulated Confidentiality Agreement and Protective Order

DearJudge Farnan and Judge Poppiti

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press is writing to express

our concerns about the Revised Stipulated Confidentiality Agreement and

Protective Order in the
litigation

of Advanced Micro Devices inc

Intel Gorp Civ No 05-441JJF Docket entryDKT 150 Exh We

recognize the importance of efficient and effective discovery to resolve disputes

and appreciate the parties efforts to ensure public access to litigation

documents while preserving the confidentiality of truly proprietary

information We believe however that the proposed protective order could

benefit from the following suggestions concerning the publics right of access to

civil proceedings We are writing to the court at this time because the court is

evaluating whether to approve the agreement which if endorsed would govern

the handling of discovery over the course of the litigation See DKI 109

stipulation and order regarding protective order approval process 154

hearing scheduled on June 12 2006 for Special Master Hon VincentJ Poppiti

to consider Proposed Protective Order

rr



Definition R16 The stipulated confidentiality agreement and proposed

protective order defines 16 types of discovery material that producing parties may designate

as Confidential Discovery Material subject to the protective orders terms The 16th type

of discovery material listed is catchall provision that defines protected discovery material

as any other information or documents the disclosure of which the Producing Party can

demonstrate would cause it serious and specific harm emphasis added

In this respect the Draft Agreement fads to incorporate the Third Circuits

definition of what material may be protected pursuant to protective order See US
Dentcply Intl mc 187 FRD 152 158 Del 1999 citing Pansy Borough of

Stroudthurg 23 F.3d 772 786 3d Cir 1994 As the Third Circuit explained in Pansy

case invoking newspapers attempt to vacate protective order district courts order

confidentiality agreements where good cause exists Good cause is established on

showing that disclosure will work c/early defined and serious injwy to the party seeking

closure Pansy 23 F3d at 786 citing Pub/ickerindus mc cohen 733 F.2d 1059 3d Cir

1984 emphasis added Pansy and its progeny illustrate the standard the US District

Court for the District of Delaware follows to judge whether material warrants protection

Acknowledging this standard in the Draft Agreement will put the producing parties and

public on notice of the type of information the courts will allow the producing parties to

protect

Definition The Draft Agreement breaks from existing law by defining

nonpublic documents as those that among other things the Producing Party maintains

internally as confidential and that the disclosure of which could damage the

Producing Party competitively As Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26c7 indicates

producing parties may seek protection of trade secret or other confidential research

development or commercial information The Draft Agreement should recognize that

whether document warrants protection does not hinge on whether company has marked

it confidential inhouse but whether it is truly confidential

The Draft Agreement also should recognize that the Third Circuit has made clear

that courts will only order information protected if the party seeking protection shows that

disclosure will could work clearly defined and serious injury See Dentsp/y

Intl Jiw 187 FRD at 158 citing Pansy 23 F.3d at 786 emphasis added

Provision 16c This provision says that if party challenges the designation of

material as protected in court the producing party bears the burden to demonstrate that the

material qualifies as confidential discovery material under Paragraph In this respect

the Draft Agreement fails to recognize that courts evaluate whether information should be

ordered protected in light of the courts standard for sealing not the language of the

producing parties agreement Material that meets the parties definition of confidential



may not necessarily meet the standards set by the court for protective treanent See e.g

Procter Gamble Co Nabisco Brands Inc Ill F.R.D 326 DeL 1986

In Procter Gamble the
plaintiff disputed the defendants designation of some

discovery documents as proprietary and asked to have them reclassified as not subject to

the parties protective order The defendant disagreed so the parties asked the court to

resolve the question In determining that the disputed documents were not subject to

protection the court did not look at the language of the parties agreement to see if it

authorized protection Instead the U.S District Court for the District of Delaware

independently evaluated the documents under its standard for protective orders whether

the
party seeking protection showed good cause in that disclosure of the information

would work clearly defined and serious injury Procter Gamble 111 F.R.D at 329

citing Pu/dicker 733 K2d at 1071

Procter Ganthie indicates that in court parw challenging designation of

confidentiality must not show that it qualifies as confidential discovery material under the

language of the producing parties agreement but rather that it qualifies for protection

under the good cause standard Incorporating this standard in the Draft Agreement will

more accurately reflect how the court will judge designation dispute

Filing Confidential Discovery Material with the Court Provisions 2325 This

section states that if confidential material is attached to filed papers the Clerk shall keep

such papers under seal until further order of the Court It also states that information

filed under seal shall be placed in sealed envelopes with the words filed under seal on

them Also shall produce and file redacted versions of any papers

This section could be read either to require parties to file public versions of all sealed

filings with confidential information redacted so that the public may access the non
confidential information in each filing or to suggest that parties may submit entire filings

under seal with no public access to noncontidential information within them We believe

that the latter filing process would be overbroad and contravene the Third Circuits

holdings The Third Circuit has repeatedly found that the public has presumptive right of

access to documents filed with the court See e.g Republic of Phillipines Westinghouse Elec

corp 949 F.2d 653 summary judgment motions Leucadia Inc Applied Extriision Tech

inc 998 F.2d 157 3d Cir 1993 all material filed in connection with nondiscovery pretrial

motion Littlejohn BIC Corp 851 F.2d 673 3d Cir 1988 trial exhibits Bank of America

Hotel RittenhouseAssocs 800 F.2d 339 3d Cir 1986 settlement documents filed with

court Accordingly we recommend clarifying this section to put the public on notice that

the parties will only file under seal confidential information not entire documents that may
contain some confidential information



As we stated in our letter to the court dated November 30 2005 there is

considerable public interest in this antitrust case where the defendant stands accused of

creating and protecting an unlawful monopoly on microprocessors The right of public

access to court records is critical in achieving the goal of informing the public about the

workings of the judicial system generally and the factual underpinnings of this particular

litigation With the noted suggestions the Stipulated Confidentiality Agreement and

Protective Order will better account for this important public right and put the

producing parties and public on notice of the
type

of information that will he protected See

eg Knnakana Honolulu No 04 15241 2006 WL 1329926 at 9th Cir May 17 2006

affirming lower courts decision to unseal filed court documents and criticizing stipulated

protective orders These orders often contain provisions that purport to put the entire

litigation
under lock and key without regard to the actual requirements of law

Sincerely

1ucyA ghsh Execpve Director

Gregg Leslie

Susan Burgess

The Reporters Committee for Freedom

of the Press

Allied Daily Newspapers of Washington

American Society of Newspaper Editors

The Associated Press

Bloornherg LP
California First Amendment Coalition

CNBC
Los Angeles Times

The New York Times Co
Pacific Northwest Newspaper Association

Radio Television News Directors Association

Washington Coalition for Open Government

Washington Newspaper Publishers Association
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Richard Horwitz rhorwitz@potterandersoncom

Potter Anderson Corroon LLP

1313 North Market Street

P0 Box 95



Wilmington DC 198999-095

Daniel Floyd

Gibson Dunn Crutcher LLP

333 South Grand Ave

Los Angeles CA 90071-3197

Darren Bernhard

Howrey LLP

1299 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington DC 200042404

Frederick Cottrell 111

Richards Layton Finger

One Rodney Square

920 North King St

P.O Box $51

Wilmington DE 19899

Chuck Diamond

OMeiveny Myers LLP

1999 Avenue of the Stars

7th Floor

Los Angeles CA 90067-6035

James Holzman

Prickett Jones Elliott PA

1310 King St

PO Box 1328

Wilmington DE 19899

Michael Hausfeld

Cohen Milstein Hausfeld Toll PLLC
1100 New York Ave NW
Suite 500 West Tower

Washington DC 20005

Michael Lehman

The Furth Firm

225 Bush St 15hi FL

San Francisco CA 94104



Steve \V Berman

Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

1301 Fifth Ave

Suite 2900

Seattle WA 98101

Guido Saveri

Saveri Saveri Inc

111 Pine St Suite 1700

San Francisco CA 94111

Michael McShane

Alexander Hawes Audet LLP

152 North 3rd St

Suite 600

San Jose CA 95112


